THE GISAP PROJECT PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT

- The International Academy of Science and Higher Education (IASHE; London, United Kingdom), represented by the Director General Thomas Morgan, hereinafter referred to as the ORGANIZER;

- General Partner of the IASHE in the post-soviet region - All-Ukrainian Academic Union of specialists for professional assessment of scientific research and pedagogical activity (AAUSPASRPA, Kiev-Odessa, Ukraine), represented by the Vice President Pavlov V.V., hereinafter referred to as the EXECUTIVE 1;

- Official partner of the IASHE in the post-soviet region – physical person – entrepreneur Zhytnigor B.S. (Kiev-Odessa, Ukraine), hereinafter referred to as the EXECUTIVE 2;

and the relevant person acting in its best interest or in the interest of third parties (represented entities), hereinafter referred to as the PARTICIPANT, have entered into this Agreement as follows:

1. The ORGANIZER promises to accept the author's scientific works of the PARTICIPANT or the person represented (or a group of such persons) and present these works for participation in the GISAP project according to the officially approved Regulations of the IASHE about the rules of holding the research analytics championships and international scientific conferences and in the format, chosen by the PARTICIPANT.

2. The ORGANIZER provides the PARTICIPANT with easy participation in the GISAP project on an equal footing with other participants of the project and guarantees the publication of the author's scientific works of the PARTICIPANT on the GISAP project websites and in appropriate printed issues of the IASHE.

3. The ORGANIZER guarantees the realization of a complex of official (announced) events concerning the international promotion of the PARTICIPANT's name and his scientific researches, presented within the framework of the GISAP project.

4. On the request of the PARTICIPANT and upon condition of his compensation of the postal or courier service costs, the ORGANIZER sends the printed issues of the IASHE to his address. These contain the author's scientific works of the PARTICIPANT.

5. The PARTICIPANT promises to pay for the services of the ORGANIZER, EXECUTIVE 1 and the EXECUTIVE 2 at the officially announced rates on the website...
http://www.gisap.eu/, and to compensate for the costs, connected with the postal or courier transfer of the ordered printed issues of the IASHE to the PARTICIPANT.

6. Being the resident of a post-soviet state and performing relevant cashless financial transactions on its territory the PARTICIPANT can pay fees stated in par. 5 of the present agreement to the bank account of the EXECUTIVE 2 (available on the website http://www.gisap.eu/), the IASHE or scientific-industrial company «GISAP L.P.» (Douglas, Scotland, South Lanarkshire, United Kingdom). Residents of countries of other geographical regions may freely choose any forms and methods of payment for participation, offered within the GISAP project.

7. Together acting on behalf and by order of the ORGANIZER EXECUTIVE 1 and EXECUTIVE 2 produce and/or mail the printed production of the GISAP project to the PARTICIPANT and also provide the interactive project realization mode.

8. Agreeing with the conclusions of the present Agreement the PARTICIPANT therefore accepts the conditions of participation in the GISAP project, stated by the IASHE Regulations about the rules of holding the research analytics championships and international scientific conferences.

9. Present agreement is an open contract of adhesion on the officially stated terms within the GISAP project for persons concerned.

10. The date of the present Agreement is the date of the appropriate payment for services in organization of participation in the GISAP project; the number – such date with indication of capital letters of a name and surname of the author in English.

11. The present Agreement is considered to be concluded from the moment of an appropriate payment by the PARTICIPANT for the services in organization of participation in the GISAP project.

12. The term of validity of the present contract is limited by the period of holding of the GISAP project event (stage of the research analytics championship or the international scientific conference) the PARTICIPANT intends to take part in, and also by three days before and 14 days after the event.

13. Parties of the following Agreement officiate with proper diligence, in full and timely in accordance with requirements of the IASHE Regulations about the rules of holding the research analytics championships and international scientific conferences.

14. All moot points, arising from this Agreement are to be solved by parties through the reconciliation of interests. In case if the compromise between parties of the Agreement is unreachable, such dispute is to be resolved in accordance with the legislation of the United Kingdom.

London, UK